
Positive Thoughts and Card Access at your Fingertips: The Camsa
Clip Inventor Jennifer An to Debut Product Release on Kickstarter
Camsa is actively looking for investment through crowdfunding for the Camsa Clip – a unique and innovative tool and wallet organizer.

LOS ANGELES, CA, November 17, 2014, Inventor Jennifer An is launching her latest product, the Camsa Clip, through a Kickstarter campaign
starting November 17. 

The Camsa Clip is a simple and innovative tool that helps users pull cards out of their wallets while also functioning as a card organizer and
accessory.  Shaped like a small guitar pick the Camsa Clip adheres flush to the edge of any card in your wallet with a peel and stick adhesive
backing.  Credit cards, drivers’ licenses, reward and gift cards can all be easily accessed with the help of the Camsa Clip.

An, a second generation Korean American, thought of the Camsa Clip seven years ago when she accidentally ruined her newly manicured
nails as she attempted to pull her identification card out from her wallet.  She obtained her utility patent in 2013 at a time when she was
experiencing many other positive changes in her life. Her gratitude for these changes gave her the idea for the company and product name,
Camsa, which means ‘thank you’ in Korean.

The Camsa Clips are manufactured in the USA from eco-friendly materials and feature inspirational affirmations and fashionable colors, such
as “I am love”, “fearless”, “gorgeous inside”, and more to infuse their users with positive feelings. This creative idea came to An when she
linked her invention with her lifelong practice of posting affirmations.

“The Camsa Clip is more than just a tool; it is a lifestyle and a movement,” says An. “There is a sense of community and love every time the
Camsa Clip is used.”

The Camsa team hopes to collaborate with its Kickstarter backers on color and affirmation suggestions. The clip makes it possible for anyone
to access their favorite card easily. Users of prototypes have responded enthusiastically, wondering why no one had thought of such a tool
before. The clips’ unique design allows them to be placed on multiple cards, helping with wallet organization.

“I’ve invested time, passion and money into this project,” says An. “Now I’m ready to share it with the world. Contributions to my campaign will
help me to reach my entrepreneurial goals and will be greatly appreciated.”

For more information, visit http://www.camsa.la.  To contribute to the crowdfunding campaign, visit (The Camsa Clip Kickstarter Campaign). 
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The Camsa Clip is the latest product to be released by founder and inventor, Jennifer An.  The Camsa Clip will be available only by
Kickstarter this year. 
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